2019 Qatar Alliance of Civilizations Award Winners

28 January 2019

The committee overseeing Qatar Alliance of Civilizations Award announced the winners of Qatar’s Alliance of Civilizations Award in its second edition for the year 2019, after assessing the researches presented by the student candidates and the application files submitted by schools to compete or the award at the level of outstanding educational institutions.

The results of the judging processes at the level of student research resulted in a first place victory for Mohammed Abdulla Malazhi of the Religious Institute Secondary Independent School for his research entitled ‘Qatar’s pioneering role in promoting civilized dialogue through dialogue and debate - QatarDebate Centre as a model.’

Turki Faisal Abdulaziz from Hassan Bin Thabit Independent Secondary School was in second place for his research entitled ‘The role of education in developing trends and skills of civilizational dialogue for secondary students in the State of Qatar.’ Meanwhile, Wijdan Rashid Al Marri from Aisha Bint Abi Bakr Secondary School for Girls came in third for her research entitled ‘The role of education in promoting civilized dialogue.’

On the level of distinguished schools, which have initiatives, activities and programs that enhance the values of the Alliance of Civilizations, Al Bayan Secondary Independent School for Girls came in first place, Qatar Banking Studies & Business Administration Independent School for Girls was second, and Al Shifaa Bint Abdulrahman Al-Ansaria School for Girls and Rawda Bint Mohammed Secondary School for Girls shared third place.

Qatar Alliance of Civilizations Award is the fruit of joint cooperation between the Qatari Committee for the Alliance of Civilizations (QCAC) and Qatar National Commission for Education, Culture and Science, to discover and encourage scientific talents and to promote the spirit of scientific research among students. The award also aims at achieving excellence within the educational institutions. The award ceremony will be held at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs next month to celebrate the winners of the Alliance of Civilizations Award.
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